
Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA is mom, wife,
advocate, and an international elite basketball
player turned master life coach, certified
mindset expert, and transformation specialist. 

Empowering unconventional women leaders
who want to go from unrelatable to
unstoppable, reclaim their power, the command
of their time, the audacity of their dreams, is her
life's work. 

Slovenia-native now a New Yorker, Sara draws
from 38 years of life experience, ancestral
wisdom, and keen intuition to simplify
complexities. And  an eclectic portfolio of
successfully served global clients benefited from
her practical approach to blending lifestyle
architecture, mental brilliance, and strategic
genius with healing.

If losing her job when she found out she was
pregnant kickstsred her journey of running
home-based businesses (while traveling the
world with her little ones), it was healing from
depression and severe burnout, overcoming
autoimmune disorders, and reviving her
marriage that initiated her into Mysticism. 

She gets vulnerable, goes deep, and keeps it real
in writing (she holds a journalism degree), and
speaking (as the Make Your Life Your Legacy
podcast host).

Sara is a proud homemaker in love affair with
the mountains and the sea, and is living her
mission and walking her talk (barefeet or in
heels despite being 185cm tall). 

Currently, she resides in the Lower Hudson
Valley with her husband, their two young
daughters, and their three furry rescues. And
already plotting her next move...
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Cross-continental living by leaps and bounds, taking risks and
emerging on top no matter what
Rethinking business as a mom, feminist, and survivor of
depression & burnout
Releasing expectations, completion of life's missions, navigating
identity crisis
Life after having it all as a new beginning, re-imagining the
possible in new ways
Going beyond the pragmatic and conventional to strengthen
relationships
Opening to receive and distinguishing between generational
wounds, strengths 
Inspiring modern-day living, leading, and loving for Aquarian
women in leadership
Unvonventional leaders transforming from unrelatable to
unstoppable

What is one of the most fascinating dichotomies you've
observed in working with highly-accomplished women?
How can busy women leaders reclaim their power, time, and
dreams and why it matters now more than ever?
How can women leaders transform from unrelatable to
unstoppable, especially after they had already achieved it all? 
What is the secret sauce that enables your clients to turn 25-
year dreams into reality, and how can audience apply it?
When shit hits the fan (depression, burnout, divorce, illness),
what are some practical ways to not only get by but thrive?
How can women leaders activate their vision and align to their
next level to actually realize these plans?
How can a coach, consultant, mentor, Mystic, strategist like
yourself help with this process, and what should audience know?

Sample QuestionsSample Questions

OfferingsOfferings
Private 1:1 work; micro-mastermind; seminars, workshops; keynote
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